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• COVID-19 uncertainty is improving.
• Global growth is normalizing but expected to remain above trend

pace into 2022, supported by business investment and cash-rich
consumers.

• Highly accomodative U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) seeking quick
return to full employment.

Asset class views

Monthly perspectives
At BMO Global Asset Management, we recognize that asset allocation is the primary driver of long-term portfolio performance. That’s why our 
Multi-Asset Solutions Team (MAST) has developed a simplified “Five Lenses” view to help explain what is driving their asset allocation decisions. 
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• Canadian equities better positioned for commodity shortages.
• EAFE and Emerging Markets (EM) economies are most negatively

exposed to global supply shortages, notably on energy.
• EM equities to continue facing cooling economic growth largely

because of headwinds from China.
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• Small-Caps have highest beta to economic cycle.
• U.S. Small-Caps to benefit the most from U.S. President Biden's

massive fiscal boost.

Style/factor

• Bank of Canada might hike interest rates sooner than market expects which would
support the currency, versus heavy commodity-importing currencies such as the Euro and Japanese Yen•

Implementation

• Central banks slowly signaling policy tightening.
• Government bonds remain unattractive with low yields and

above-trend economic outlook.
• Investment grade corporates preferred to federals.
• EM debt looks more attractive to increase portfolio yield on
 slowing 
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Evergrande
Fitch Ratings recently downgraded Evergrande to “Restricted Default” citing the company’s 
missed coupon payments.1 However, we’ve not seen a sell-off in global markets. This is an 
important – and optimistic – signal given the sharp drawdown that occurred in October. At the 
time, markets were worried whether or not Evergrande would be the first domino to fall in a 
global crisis. Now the contagion appears to be limited to China. Bondholders will likely be 
impacted by the news, as will other real estate firms within the country, but the fallout is 
unlikely to extend to the surrounding region or stretch across the Pacific to North America.

Bottom Line: Investors believe the aftermath of Evergrande’s default will be confined to China.

Inflation
Although U.S. inflation rose again last month to 6.8%, markets did not have a significant 
reaction because the data was largely in line with expectations.2 Investors seem to have 
accepted that supply chains will only improve over time. Likewise, we expect inflation to 
remain high for an extended period – though perhaps not at current levels – as a full return to 
price stability seems unlikely in the near-term. The Bank of Canada and U.S. Federal Reserve 
have recognized this by removing the word “transitory” from their statements, which has also 
resulted in calls to raise interest rates faster than planned. Despite the mounting pressure, the 
BoC has maintained its stance on raising rates sometime in the middle of 2022, rather than in 
January, as some investors would have liked.

Bottom line: While inflation is priced into markets, investors may still underestimate the length 
of time to normalization.

Conflicting Data
One data point making investors nervous is the inflation-adjusted earnings yield of the S&P 500, which turned negative last week. Although this is 
typically a bad omen for equity markets, it’s important to remember that earnings, employment and consumer confidence are far stronger than in 
your typical late cycle environment. So despite some headwinds in the market, we believe the odds of a full-blown recession are extremely low. 
That said, some industries are better than others at passing through higher costs, which means we may have to deal with a bifurcated market 
where industry and individual security selection count for more in portfolio performance.

Bottom line: Earnings, employment and consumer data remain extremely positive.

Positioning
If inflation stays hot for longer and rates move up faster, then the Financials sector is an excellent place to be. Add to this, consumers are still 
cash-rich from the pandemic, plus both the stock market and housing prices have gone up as well. We expect people to borrow more, spend more, 
travel more – do more – as the economy continues to open up. This will be a tailwind for Financials, such as banks, insurers and asset managers, 
and the silver lining is that banks are free to raise their dividend yields again. For an equal-weight exposure to Canadian banks, see the BMO 
Covered Call Canadian Banks ETF Fund that was discussed last week.

Another industry that could benefit from a continued reopening is the Energy sector. Barring any pandemic-related surprises, we expect to see 
higher energy usage as people head back into the office and take vacations that were delayed in the past 12 to 18 months. Our BMO ETF 
Portfolios employ a tactical overlay that would take advantage of any short-term opportunities that would arise. And for clients who want an 
energy solution that’s focused on the future, we offer the BMO Clean Energy ETF Fund to help invest in companies that driving the long-term 
transition to renewable sources.

Bottom line: As the recovery continues, look for opportunities in Financials, Energy, and Travel and Tourism..

Weekly commentary

Thank you for reading! Each week, Sadiq offers insight into market forces, emerging trends and tactical positioning.

1 Fitch Downgrades Evergrande and Subsidiaries, Hengda and Tianji, to Restricted Default, Fitch Ratings, December 9, 2021;   
 https://www.fitchratings.com/research/corporate-finance/fitch-downgrades-evergrande-subsidiaries-hengda-tianji-to-restricted-default-09-12-2021.
2 U.S. inflation rate swells to 39-year high of 6.8% as Americans pay higher prices for almost everything, December 10, 2021;    

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/coming-up-u-s-consumer-price-index-for-november-11639142278.
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Market Update
• Equity markets rebounded this week, seemingly putting the Omicron scare behind it and moving ahead.

• The S&P 500 finished up a strong 3.8%, on the week and back into record territory, after a brief and mini 4% slip that
seems to classify as a correction these days.

• All sectors posted gains, with technology leading the pack up 6% on the week.
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